Using simulation, I evaluated five regression procedures that are used for analyzing methods comparison data: ordinary least-squares regression analysis, weighted least-squares regression analysis, the Deming method, a weighted modification of the Deming method, and a rank procedure. I recorded the following performance measures: plus or minus bias of the slope estimate, the root mean squared error of the slope estimate, and correctness of hypothesis testing. I evaluated the unweighted regression procedures by using a simulated comparison of two electrolyte methods; only the Deming method gave unbiased slope estimates. Using the jackknife method, a computer program that estimates the standard error, I showed that hypothesis testing was correct for the Deming method. I used all regression procedures on data from a simulated comparison of two measurement methods with proportional analytical errors dispersed over one decade. Bias of the slope estimates was not a problem for these cases. The weighted least-squares regression analysis and the weighted Deming method were most efficient (lowest root mean squared error); the other procedures required 1.6 to 2.2 times as many observations to attain the same precision for the slope estimate. Hypothesis testing was correct by the weighted Deming method with the jackknife principle for standard error computation; the other methods rejected the null hypothesis 1.4 to 4.4 times too frequently. In conclusion, it is preferable to use an alternative to ordinary least-squares regression analysis for methods comparison studies.
analytical standard deviations for both methods. For example, it can be assumedthat both methods are subjectto proportional measurement errors (constant coefficients of variation), which is a very common situation in clinical chemistry.
Finally, a regression procedure based on the rank principle, which also takes random errors for both methods into account, may be considered (12-14). In this paper, I evaluate the regression procedures mentioned above, using simulations of typical situations in clinical chemistry. I focus on the shortcomings of ordinary leastsquares regression analysis, and how these can be overcomeby using an alternative procedure.
Comparison of Two ClInical Chemistry Methods by Regression AnalysIs
Because every method in clinical chemistry is subject to some random measurement error, we must distinguish between the measured value (xe)and the true or target value (Xe). The latter is the average of all the values that we would obtain if we repeated the measurement of a given sample an indefinite number of times. A particular measured value is likely to deviate from the target value by some small "random" amount (#{128} or 5). Given two clinical chemistry methods, we have for the ith sample xi = X + a yi = Yi + s
The standard deviation of the dispersion of measured values about the target value is the analytical standard deviation (Figure 1) . The analytical standard deviation may be constant, i.e., independent of the target value, but usually it increases with increasing target values. For many compounds,the analytical standard deviation is approximately proportional to the concentration level, corresponding to a constant coefficient of variation (15) . In somecases,e.g., hormone assays,the analytical standard deviation becomes constant in the low range, resulting in an increased coefficient of variation in this area (Figure 2b ) (16). One must consider the relation between analytical standard deviation and concentration value when one choosesthe best regression analysis for a method comparison study (see below). Each regression method requires certain assumptions concerning data distribution and analytical errors. if these assumptions are violated, the statistical analysis may be incorrect or nonoptimal. The regression method that requires the simplest computations, ordinary leastsquares regression analysis, relies on the most rigid assumptions, whereas the more complicated methods operate with assumptions that are more likely to be fulfilled in reality (Appendix) .
Ordinary least-squares regression analysis requires that one of the methods (corresponding to x) is without random measurement error, that the measurement errors of the other method (y) have a gaussian distribution at a given level, and that the standard deviation is constant throughout the measurement range ( Figure 3) (1).
The computation of an ordinary least-squares regression analysis is based on minimization of the squared deviations from the line in the vertical direction. It can be shown that this procedure is optimal under the stated conditions.
Weighted least-squares regression analysis (Appendix) (2) allows for a nonconstant standard deviation for they method, but it is still presumed that the x method is without random measurement error. Weights are introduced that are inversely proportional to the squared analytical standard deviation of y measurements at a given concentration. For example, the procedure can be applied to the case with a proportional analytical standard deviation for y (constant coefficient of variation). The sum of weighted squared deviations from the line in the vertical direction is minimized. In the situation with proportional analytical standard deviation, the weights reduce the influence of observations at high concentrations. This is reasonable because the analytical standard deviation, and thus the uncertainty, increases with the concentration. The result is a more precise estimation of the regression line.
The Deming method (Appendix) (3-10) allows measurement errors for both methods, requiring that the ratio between the analytical standard deviations is known. The Deming method is primarily used when analytical standard deviations are constant. The sum of squared deviations from the line at an angle determined by the ratio between the standard deviations is minimized (Figure 4) . Various procedures for estimation of standard errors of slope and intercept have been suggested (5, 10). if a computerized method such as the jackknife method is used, gaussian error distributions need not be assumed; i.e., the procedure becomes nonparametric (11) .
A weighted modification of the Deming method takes into account nonconstant measurement errors for both methods (Appendix) (11). It still has to be presumed that the ratio between the analytical standard deviations is constant. This is true for the common situation with proportional analytical standard deviations ( Table 2 ). The analytical coefficient of variation of method 1 is small when compared with the coefficient of variation of the target value distribution. However, ordinary leastsquares regression analysis is not appropriate because the hypothesis testing is inaccurate; an actual type I error exceedsthe nominal one by a factor of 1= 4.4. This is causedby an underestimation of the standard error of the slope by -40%, as evident from the simulation study. The weighted procedure performs better, with an error factor of f = 1.7. In addition, the slope, as calculated by the weighted procedure, has a smaller root mean squared error than it would if it were calculated by the ordinary least-squares regression analysis.
The Deming and the weighted Deming methods give unbiased slope estimates, as expected, and the rank method has only a negligible bias (b = 1.002 (11) . If a rejection rule is not used, the root mean squared error for the slopeestimate of the weighted Deming method increases steadily as outlier deviation increases, whereas the root mean squared error of the rank method is almost unaffected (Figure 7) .When the rejection rule is applied, however, the root mean squared error of the weighted Deming method increases only moderately up to a maximum and then declines towards the starting value.
For all outlier positions, the root mean squared error of the weighted Deming procedure issmaller than that of the rank method. No rejection rule for outliers is specified for the rank method (12) . Actually, identification of outliers is important, because they may indicate the presence of special matrix effects or interferents.
Skew measurement error distributions may be modeled by log-gaussian distributions (Figure 8 ). The coef-PROBABILITY DENSITY ficient of skewness is 1.3 for this example. 
Discussion
Ordinary least-squares regression analysis is the simplest regression method and by far the most widely used one for methods comparison studies. However, modern computer technology has made more complicated methods generally accessible because computations can be automated. Therefore, it appears reasonable to evaluate whether more complicated regression methods offer advantages over ordinary least-squares regression analysis. Earlier, we noted that apart from the electrolyte case, ordinary least-squares regression analysis gives a slope estimate with only a modest bias, even though both analytical methods are subject to random measurement errors. A more serious problem is that hypothesis testing is unreliable when errors are proportional. For the metabolite case studied here, the standard error of the slope was on average underestimated by 40%, and thus the null hypothesis was rejected too frequently and confidence intervals were underestimated. Also, the efficiency of ordinary least-squares regression analysis may be low for large range ratios when there are proportional errors.
Weighted least-squares regression analysis is efficient for the metabolite case, and the bias is small. Hypothesis testing is better than for ordinary least-squares regression analysis, but the type I error is still somewhat high because the random measurement errors of x are neglected. Simulations show that if x is without error, hypothesis testing becomescorrect.
The unweighted Deming method yields an unbiased slope estimate in both the metabolite and electrolyte method comparisons and, with use of the jackknife principle, hypothesis testing becomes correct for the electrolyte case with constant analytical standard deviations. Cornbleet and Gochman (5) suggest estimating the standard error of the slope by using the same formula as for ordinary least-squares regression analysis. Using this simple principle, I found that hypothesis testing was not as good as that achieved by using the jackknife method to derive standard errors (f = 1.5 for the electrolyte case and 3.8 for the metabolite case, compared with f = 1.0 and 1.4, respectively, for the jackknife method). Given proportional measurement errors for both methods, the weighted Deming method is more efficient than the usual unweighted approach. The larger the range ratio, the greater the advantage. For a range ratio of 10, the weighted approach requires less than half the sample size of the unweighted one to provide a slope estimate with the same precision. Achieving high precision for the slope estimate is as important as eliminating bias. In a particular methods comparison study, the slope estimate is likely to be within plus or minus two standard errors from the true, unknown slope value. Thus The caret of 2, denotes that we obtain an estimate of the "true" value for a given x. The standard deviation for the distribution about the line is as follows:
The standard errors of a and b are as follows:
The null hypothesis of identity is tested by two independent t-tests: The regression line is estimated as follows:
Rather complicated methods for computation of standard errors are given in the theoretical statistical literature (10 To use a weighted modification of the Deming method, we must assume that the ratio SD2/SD2 is a constant (= A). Given a proportional relationship between analytical standard deviations and concentrations, perhaps truncated at some lower limit L, and a0 = 0, this condition holds true. Keeping in mind the symmetry of this model, we may then express the weights as The intercept is determined:
The usual Deming method is the special case where all weights are equal to 1. 
